{ Hologram }
Our energy field is a hologram. The aura is a virtual template of our physical selves. The seven
bands of the auric field reflect the seven chakras which are a reflection of our physical well-being.
Because the hologram is multi-dimensional, the possibilities of the hologram theory applies to the
multiple dimensions in which we exist. It applies to the layers beyond our three dimensions. The
universe is a hologram and we are part of it, we live in it, and the universe lives in us. The holographic universe is one consciousness with an infinite number of concurrent possibilities of experiences. What radio channel you are on determines what music you get. There are lots of channels,
but you only hear the one you are tuned to.
Within the holographic universe we are all One.
Everything in the universe is infinitely connected. We are connected to the trees, plants and animals
of the earth, the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, angels of the heavens and the stars of the
cosmos.
As we shift our thinking consciously, we are evolving in spiritual ascension and creating a new
picture for our universe. This new hologram impacts our entire universe and our own vibration.
What we say, think and do impacts everything, everywhere.
It is possible to experience oneness with the Source of your True Being through this holographic
interaction.
Angels, the magnificent beings of light and colour reside in heaven and in our hologram. Like the
cells in our body the angels are part of us. Their light and colour reflect onto us, offering new
vibration to all of our senses. Tuning into the vibration of the angels, offers a new radio band to
listen to, a radio band capable of shifting consciousness onto a new dimension beyond the reality
we currently reside.
The Archangel hologram initiates change in the direction of the fifth dimension. The entire individual gets an upgrade to higher consciousness through the principles of the Hologram.
Inviting the vibration of the Archangels into our energy field invites the evolution of consciousness.
It’s all about raising our vibration to ultimately connect with ourdivine purpose. When our energy
systems are coherent and our filters are clear and bright and our hearts are open, we are ready to
receive the messages from the Archangels connecting us to our higher consciousness. The ultimate
objectiveis to move away from the dualist approach that we experience in our thirddimension reality
and move into an experience of unity and oneness consciousness available in the fifth dimension.
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